
Electoral political monitoring bulletin carried out jointly by civil society
organizations on issues related to democracy, human rights, political

participation and electoral processes in Venezuela in 2020

On Friday, August 14, technical
audits of 2020 parliamentary
elections were initiated and, until
the end of August, it was unknown
if the National Electoral Council
would invite national and
international observer
organizations to witness, verify and
validate the different stages of the
process. ROAE also found various
shortcomings in its analysis of the
electoral timeline published by
the National Electoral Council for
the parliamentary elections.

READ MORE

Audits Los migrados 
Voto Joven denounced via Twitter

that the CNE, arbitrarilycarried
moved polling places without

notifying an indeterminate number
of voters. Some cases became known
on social networks. In case of voters

who were changed centers, they
invite to report it in the platform

#VenezuelaDocumenta or with the
hashtag #MigradosCNE. It is

important also to verify if you were
selected as staff member for the next

elections.

VIEW THE TWEETS OF VOTO JOVEN

In addition to the alarming
precedents and non-compliance with

the biosafety protocols in the
electoral context of Venezuela, deep
irregularities have developed since
the beginning of the timeline of
electoral parliamentary activities

of2020, among which five stand out.
The first two months of the

development of this timeline leaves
in evidence the systematic pattern of
non-compliance with the electoral

rules.

READ MORE

The timeline

The selection of a series of bamboos as a background image is not accidental. Bamboo is flexible and strong at the same

time. "The bamboo is ready to triumph and on its way to the top it becomes powerful. If misfortune falls upon it and someone
cuts it indiscriminately, this tree is reborn and reaches the top again; even after 'starting from scratch' "

Taken from Vanguardia.com
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The second electoral political monitoring report "United for democracy" includes the main publications
and actions registered in the month of August 2020, on the parliamentary electoral process called for

December 6th. Different organizations continue to join this effort

UNITED FOR
DEMOCRACY2

https://www.redobservacion.org/2020/08/17/las-auditorias-del-cne-para-las-parlamentarias-exhiben-insuficiencias/
https://twitter.com/VotoJoven/status/1300923181570588674
https://cepaz.org/articulos/un-patron-sistematico-de-violacion-de-derechos-caracteriza-el-inicio-del-cronograma-electoral/


A platform for

the citizen complaints
The Citizen Electoral Network, made up of the Center for Justice and Peace

(Cepaz), the Global Observatoryfor Communication and Democracy (OGCD)

and Voto Joven, along with Sinergia, Dale Letra and Social Dialogue, presented

on August 13 the Venezuela Documenta platform It is an initiative of citizens

and for citizens, designed by activists and human rights defenders, with the

aim to accompany people in the reports and records of incidents and patterns

related to the decline of democracy, Human Rights, Political Participation, and

Electoral Processes in Venezuela. How to use the platform?

1) Through Twitter, using the hashtag # YoDocumento6D

2) Entering the website

 https://venezueladocumenta.ushahidi.io/views/map

3) Documenting will soon be available via text messages or WhatsApp.

READ MORE or WATCH THE PRESENTATION VIDEO OF THE PLATFORM

CONDITIONS TO

OBSERVE

TA ILOR-MADE  "OPPOSIT ION"
The Supreme Court of Justice (TSJ) raised more suspicions about
the democratic quality of the parliamentary electoral process, as
the three most important opposition parties in the country were
intervened: Democratic Action (AD), First Justice (PJ) and Popular
Will (VP). This text analyzes the intervention of political parties in
Venezuela and how citizens are affected by the annihilation of
political pluralism.
READ MORE
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In a statement regarding Venezuela,

from August 11, the High

Commissioner Josep Borrell

confirmed that the European Union

(EU) received an invitation from the

government to deploy a mission of

"electoral accompaniment", a concept

alien to the practices of the EU. They

require minimum conditions and

guarantees of credibility, transparency

and inclusiveness.

READ THE DECLARATION OF THE

EUROPEAN UNION

The Organization of American States

(OEA) reported, in a communiqué in

August 17, that it cannot deploy a

mission of electoral observation while

Venezuela does not guarantee its

compliance with standards

established in the Democratic Charter

and in the Declaration of Principles

for International Election Observation.

READ THE OAS CHARTER

THE VOICE OF

THE CHURCH
The Episcopal Conference of

Venezuela (CEV) issued a statement

on August 11th, related to the

parliamentary elections, in which they

express that "any maneuver that

hinders the political and social

solution to the true problems that are

present in the country is immoral”.

READ THE COMMUNIQUÉ OF THE CEV

WRIT OF AMPARO
AGAINST THE
REGULATIONS
On August 3, the Supreme Court of Justice

officially received the joint writ of amparo

with action of Unconstitutionality, against

the special regulations for the 2020

parliamentary elections, consigned by a

group of prominent academics and former

CNE officials.

READ AND SIGN THE WRIT OF AMPARO

https://venezueladocumenta.ushahidi.io/views/map
https://cepaz.org/noticias/venezuela-documenta-es-una-plataforma-para-la-documentacion-y-la-denuncia-ciudadana-de-vulneraciones-a-sus-derechos/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaCYnvIFB5A&feature=emb_title
https://www.accesoalajusticia.org/tsj-expropia-a-ad-pj-y-vp-con-una-oposicion-a-la-medida-de-maduro/
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/83992/node/83992_es
https://www.oas.org/documents/spa/press/OSG-285-2020.pdf
https://conferenciaepiscopalvenezolana.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/7.-COMUNICADO-ANTE-LAS-ELECCIONES-PARLAMENTARIAS-2020..pdf
https://www.change.org/p/ciudadanos-venezolanos-la-mayor%C3%ADa-debe-expresarse-firma-por-un-proceso-electoral-transparente-inclusivo-libre?recruiter=578375462&recruited_by_id=6d4adb90-52a6-11e6-9cb9-b39424c01f65


Log of a failed event

 a follow-up and monitoring of the 2020 electoral parliamentary process  in
which they record the main incidents and irregularities that make up the
electoral violation patterns that have damaged the electoral processes in
Venezuela. The patterns found and described here are those related to the
irregular appointment of the electoral referee, the decline of political
pluralism, the call for elections without a schedule, weak Electoral Register
and limited voting rights, leading to sectorial suffrage.
READ THE REPORT
The timeline of this log shows, among others, the main irregularities and
violations recorded, especially referring to the current legal framework, the
violation of thepolitical rights of citizens, as well as rulings against political
parties that weaken political pluralism.
SEE THE TIMELINE

Political discrimination

reaches Chavista

dissidents

On August 19, Provea presented an
update of its research carried out in
2018 and published in early 2019 on
the persecution by the government
against people who after having
been members of structures
defined as pro chavistas or
participated in a determined
moment in the State structure, are
persecuted today. The possibility to
become an electoral candidate is
among the violated rights.
READ THE INVESTIGATION
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"AUTOCRATI Z ING  ELECTORAL ISM"
Located outside the grounds of electoral competitiveness,
Venezuela is currently on the symbolic site of the electoral
simulation game, where voting is not equivalent to electing,
and where even this act can reinforce the mechanisms of
totalitarian power. This is what the article "Autocratizing
Electoralism and political conflict in Venezuela” talks about,
written by Héctor Briceño and Armando Chaguaceda,
translated into English by Hearts on Venezuela.
READ MORE (Spanish) |READ MORE (English)

Staggered voting

In Venezuela? Several

conditions apply

The situation related to Covid-19 has

led the electoral referee to consider

the formula that probably it must

extend voting beyond a single day

session. The OEV compiled the

conditions that include international

elections hamdbooks in case of a

pandemic. Nevertheless, a measure of

this nature requires broad consensus

and an  appropriate logistical and

operational outline. The protocols for

safeguarding electoral materials must

be defined.

READ BULLETIN 48

The Global Observatory for Communication and
Democracy presented the "Log of an unfortunate event", 

http://www.observademocracia.org/index.php/2020/08/27/elecciones-parlamentarias-venezuela-2020-bitacora-de-un-evento-malogrado/
https://cdn.knightlab.com/libs/timeline3/latest/embed/index.html?source=1jDBC0dajEjCGalOXPbp8m9zLOIsnSyLgU3OEncyAcoI&font=Default&lang=en&initial_zoom=2&height=650
https://www.derechos.org.ve/actualidad/persiguiendo-al-chavismo-discriminacion-y-persecucion-por-razones-politicas-contra-disidentes-chavistas
https://www.demoamlat.com/electoralismo-autocratizador-y-conflicto-politico-en-venezuela-2/
http://www.heartsonvenezuela.com/autocratizing-electoralism-and-political-conflict-in-venezuela/
https://oevenezolano.org/2020/08/boletin-48-prorrogas-a-postulaciones-y-mas-intervenciones-de-partidos-marchan-en-paralelo/


The National

Electoral

Council  

published a  resolution that  modif ies

the regulations for  the part icipation

of  indigenous communit ies  in

parl iamentary elections.  In  essence,

the resolution modif ies  three key

art icles  of  the previous regulations,

which makes the voting system go

from being a  public  system in the

second degree,  to  a  secret  system

also in  the second degree.

Crónica.Uno published a

comprehensive coverage throughout

August,  which contributes to  a  better

understanding of  the issues related to

the indigenous vote in  Venezuela.

KEEP READING IN CRÓNICA UNO

Among the

exist ing

doubts  

regarding the condit ions of  the

parl iamentary elections,  the status of

the automated voting system can be

highlighted.  What  kind of  voting

system wil l  be used? The one designed

by Smartmatic?  The off ic ials  of  the

National  Electoral  Council  state  that

the voting process wil l  be 100%

automated and it  wil l  have tal l  the

technical  guarantees that  have been

demanded by the opposit ion part ies.

These and other  journal ist ic  analysis

are presented by Efecto Cocuyo in

several  documents published on their

web site.

Keep reading efecto cocuyo

UNITED FOR
DEMOCRACY

Since August 12, the latest publiction of Electoral Transparency is available, entitled "This is how

people vote in Venezuela." It is an investigation about the main irregularities in the electoral

processes of the last 20 years in the country. The research team was made up of Leandro Querido,

executive director of Electoral Transparency of Latin America, together with Jesús Delgado Valery,

Eduardo Repilloza Fernández and José Delgado, with a foreword by Eugenio Martínez, a Venezuelan

journalist specialized in analysis of electoral and political affairs.

READ MORE ABOUT THE BOOK

December 6th

is  near  and this

document highl ights

that  17% of  the elected

deputies  wil l  not

represent  any state,  for

which the

organization warns that  the system

that  wil l  be implemented wil l  remove

polit ical  weight  from the deputies

within the chamber.

Guachimán electoral ,  a  journal ist ic

all iance that  analyzes the

parl iamentary elections,  is  conformed

by la  Al ianza Rebelde Investiga (Tal

cual ,  Runrunes,  El  Pitazo),  Soy Arepita,

Inst ituto prensa y  sociedad ( IPSve),

Probox y  Asamblea de Educación.

Keep reading on ElPitazo

Joint newsletter of civil society organizations
on issues relasted to democracy, human rights,

participation and electoral processes.
Venezuela, AUGUST 2020

"THIS IS HOW PEOPLE VOTE IN VENEZUELA"

ELECTORAL NEWS IN THE MEDIA

CNE RECULA A MEDIAS CON
EL VOTO INDÍGENA Y AHORA
SERÁ SECRETO PERO SIGUE
SIENDO EN SEGUNDO GRADO

CRÓNICA.UNO
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WILL THE SMARTMATIC
MACHINES AND SOFTWARE
BE USED ON DECEMBER 6?

EFECTO COCUYO

THE “NATIONAL LIST”
OR 17% OF THE ELECTED
DEPUTIES
ON # 6D WILL NOT
REPRESENT ANY STATE

GUACHIMÁN ELECTORAL

https://cronica.uno/cne-recula-a-medias-con-el-voto-indigena-y-ahora-sera-secreto-pero-sigue-siendo-en-segundo-grado/
https://efectococuyo.com/cocuyo-chequea/6d-maquinas-software-smartmatic/
https://www.transparenciaelectoral.org/ya-esta-disponible-nuestra-publicacion-asi-se-vota-en-venezuela/
https://elpitazo.net/alianzas/guachimanelectoral-la-lista-nacional-o-17-de-los-diputados-electos-el-6d-no-representara-a-ningun-estado/

